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QUESTION:  156 
What is the purpose of a system mount unit? 

A. It is used by the command systemd-mount and allows users to mount partitions to 
mount points of their choice 
B. It is used only to mount network file systems to local mount points. It cannot be used 
for local media 
C. It is created by the command systemd-fstab-generator to integrate entries from 
/etc/fstab into the system boot process 
D. It is used by the command mount when using system to mount and unmount file 
systems  

Answer: A 

QUESTION:  157 
In which directory tree are files modified when changing kernel parameters using the 
command sysctl? 

A. /sys/kernel/ 
B. /proc/kernel/ 
C. /proc/sys/ 
D. /lib/sys/ 
E. /sys/proc/  

Answer: C 

QUESTION:  158 
Which command is used to install a GRUB boot loader into the master boot record? 



A. grub-install 
B. grub-mkconfig 
C. grub-install-mbr 
D. grub-glue-mbr 
E. grub-mbr-setup  
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION:  159 
Which of the following commands restores only those files containing lpi in their name 
from the archive lpifiles.tar.gz? 
 
 
A. tar xvzf lpifiles.tar.gz --wildcards ‘*lpi*’ 
B. tar xvzwf lpifiles.tar.gz ‘*lpi*’ 
C. tar -xvfz lpifiles.tar.gz --deep ‘*lpi*’ 
D. tar -xvzf lpifiles.tar.gz --subdirs ‘*lpi*’ 
E. tar xvzf lpifiles.tar.gz --globbing ‘*lpi*’  
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION:  160  
CORRECT TEXT 
Which is the main configuration file for the SystemV init process? (Specify the full 
name of the file, including path.)  
 
 
Answer: /etc/inittab 
 
 
QUESTION:  161 
What effect does the –f option to the update-rc.d command have on files in the 
/etc/rcX.d/ and /etc/init.d/ directories? 
 
 
A. It will force the removal of the symlinks in /etc/rcX.d/ even when the links are read 
only 
B. It will remove both the symlinks in /etc/rcX.d/ and the init script in /etc/init.d/ 
C. It will remove the init script in /etc/init.d/ and the symlinks in /etc/rcX.d/ and update 
the package information of installed files 



D. It will force the removal of symlinks in /etc/rcX.d/ even if the corresponding init 
script still exists in /etc/init.d/  
 
 
Answer: D 
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